MUNICIPAL BROADBAND IN KANSAS: THE FIGHT FOR COMMUNITY MANIFEST DESTINY

By Christopher Teters*

I. INTRODUCTION

Our country has gone through numerous infrastructure battles since its inception. Traditional infrastructure, such as roads, waterways, and ports, have long been considered the providence of the government rather than the fruit of private industry. For modern innovations, however, society has begun to rely on private companies to build necessary infrastructure. Technologies like home electricity and the telephone were born and built from private investment, but both became necessary for public growth. Thus these technologies required government intervention acting for public interest to avoid destructive monopolies or natural anti-competitive forces. This infrastructure intervention, while at times sloppy or poorly executed, helped facilitate nearly a century and a half of explosive growth from the 19th century to today.

We are now faced with the same battle surrounding the advancement of broadband, and specifically gigabit, Internet service. Private Internet infrastructure investment has stalled, resulting in monopolistic tendencies, anti-consumer practices, and slowed economic growth. Municipal governments are uniquely positioned to take control over their futures and develop necessary Internet infrastructure. However, over twenty states have taken steps to make such participation illegal or legally difficult. In Kansas, the state legislature
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recently considered following the herd, proposing legislation to prevent municipal participation in the broadband market.\textsuperscript{7} Future, similar legislative actions must be resisted to allow municipal governments autonomy over their economic future through infrastructure development.

Part II of this paper discusses the impact of gigabit infrastructure, the stagnant status quo, and provides a brief explanation of the proposed municipal broadband prohibition that was before the Kansas Senate. Part III offers three successful examples of municipal participation in the broadband market, highlighting the positive experiences of these municipalities when they made the move to gigabit Internet service. This part also presents examples of municipal broadband pitfalls from unsuccessful attempts at network creation. Finally, Part IV examines two municipalities in Kansas that are developing or growing their participation in the broadband market. Part IV also warns of the negative impacts associated with enacting the proposed legislation described in Part I.

\section{A Problematic and Anti-Competitive Status Quo}

\subsection{The Importance of Being the Fastest}

Gigabit Internet infrastructure is the next milestone advancement for economic development in the United States.\textsuperscript{8} The phrase “Gigabit Internet” refers to an Internet connection that can achieve transfer speeds of 1 billion bits per second. This means the computer is able to communicate 1 billion different messages to other computers every second. By comparison, most in the U.S. have access to Internet service at speeds of 100 million bits per second; however, most Americans access the Internet at much slower speeds.\textsuperscript{9} Gigabit offers the ability to communicate eighty-four times faster than a typical connection.\textsuperscript{10} Yet, most people have no clear understanding of the impact of a gigabit network in their daily lives.\textsuperscript{11} For many, the Internet, now in its 25th
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year of life, is seen as an essential tool and a powerful force for social good. The average consumer sees the Internet as a tool for checking status updates, occasional online shopping, and maybe watching a movie or funny cat video. The question is, while gigabit would make many of these activities marginally faster, are these seemingly small consumer level improvements really important?

To better illustrate the impact of gigabit Internet, think of the average commute to work for a person living in a busy city. It can take an hour or more driving on an old, over-crowded highway that is constantly under repair. This is how our modern Internet service works. The American Internet network, once fast, is surpassed by better network designs and infrastructure. Now consider if this fictional driver could get to work eighty-four times faster. Instead of an hour-long commute, it takes just forty-three seconds. This worker has more time available for productivity at work and leisure at home. If he can do his work eighty-four times faster, eight hours of productivity takes less than six minutes. The company can get more done as employees are able to work faster, which means more profit for the company and a stronger economy. With a more efficient workforce, the company’s five-year project now takes just twenty-two days, allowing the company to innovate in ways it never considered. The entire world leaps forward with new technology, the economy grows with new business, and the employee is able to spend more time where it matters. All of this is possible because they were able to work faster. This is the power of gigabit.

While there may only be small improvements for how the consumer uses the current Internet, the impacts on the national economy will be profound. We will be able to develop new and innovative approaches to network connectivity, which are currently an impossibility with today’s infrastructure. Although it is unlikely we will have perfect increases in efficiency, like in the above illustration, gigabit allows us to do everything faster and have the ability to do so much more.

B. Inadequate or Incomplete Service for Kansas Internet Subscribers

America has fallen behind in private development of Internet infrastructure. According to a top Internet speed-test company, America recently ranked 16th in the world for average download speeds. American
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Internet infrastructure is so bad that we are falling behind nations such as Romania\(^1\), the Czech Republic\(^2\), and at one point Estonia.\(^3\) This is largely due to the naturally forming macro-monopolies made possible by the Telecommunications Act of 1996 ("The Act").\(^4\) The Act was intended to "let any communications business compete in any market against any other."\(^5\) Instead of fostering competition, it allowed the large, corporate Internet Service Providers (ISPs) to "divide up markets and put themselves in a position where they are subject to no competition."\(^6\) Many markets tend to only have one or two service providers.\(^7\) They are able to set their prices through monopoly or duopoly practices.\(^8\) This leads to price explosions, without the need to improve the service quality or invest in infrastructure development.\(^9\) In some dense East Asian populations, residents are able to receive gigabit Internet access for around $35 a month.\(^10\) By comparison, the average speed for an American connection is 1/100th of the low cost speeds in Asia at 9.8 Megabits per second (Mbps).\(^11\) Further, if you were to spend approximately $50 per month on Internet access, in much of the country you still only get speeds between 25 Mbps to 45 Mbps (around 1/25th of the lower cost speeds in Asia).\(^12\) Poor quality and under-competitive Internet service is hindering the American economy, and it poses a significant threat to our ability to compete in global markets.\(^13\)

In Kansas, this issue has manifested in both large municipalities and small townships. Municipalities like Kansas City faced aging Internet infrastructure and large, underserved populations. The network left many without cost-efficient means of Internet access and forced residents to use expensive, poor-
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quality options. Many smaller towns are severely underserved. Slow Internet speeds affect the Kansas economy and social environment in a number of ways—improved health care outcomes, better telecommuting opportunities for employers and employees, a shrinking economic divide between affluent citizens and underprivileged citizens, and increased civic participation and public safety. Municipalities are in a prime position to address some of these issues caused in part by slow Internet speeds.

C. SB 304: The Municipal Communications Network and Private Telecommunications Investment Safeguards Act

On January 27, 2014, SB 304, the “Municipal Communications Network and Private Telecommunications Investment Safeguards Act”, was introduced in the Kansas State Senate by the Senate Committee on Commerce. The Kansas Cable Telecommunications Association (KCTA), a lobbyist organization for the cable TV industry, wrote the bill. The bill prevented municipalities from “offer[ing] or provid[ing] to one or more subscribers, video, telecommunications or broadband service.” KCTA believed it was unfair to force private industry to compete with companies favored by public benefits or government-operated providers. Some believed, however, this bill was in retaliation to existing participation in the ISP market by a few Kansas municipalities. Two distinct approaches to municipal Internet have been implicated in Kansas: Chanute’s public utility approach and Kansas City, Kansas’s (KCK) public investment with Google Fiber. SB 304 was eventually defeated after an aggressive campaign against the bill by various members of the public, including a small ISP owner. It is unclear whether KCTA plans to reintroduce this legislation in a future legislative session.
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III. Demonstrable Success from Municipal Participation in the ISP Market

To highlight the significance of municipal participation in the ISP market, three successful gigabit services and two failed attempts at municipal service will be discussed. These services were each created in markedly different situations, and each service demonstrates a different method of providing gigabit service. These particular markets, while not the only municipal Internet markets, were selected to represent a range of communities in size and situation. For the successful cities, Chattanooga is a medium-sized city with a population of around 170,000 citizens. The city experienced rapid change after the national economy shifted away from its traditional sectors. Second, the Kansas City area represents a large metropolitan area. The city has a large customer base and aging infrastructure, which makes it an ideal representation of many American cities and their respective surrounding communities. Finally, Bristol, Virginia is a smaller, mining community, which has taken control of its destiny through municipal Internet, finding business growth through infrastructure development. These examples demonstrate two important factors: municipalities can successfully participate in the ISP market, and municipal participation does not destroy innovation or competition. In recognition of the difficult realities municipalities face when creating broadband networks, the successful cities are contrasted with two failed attempts in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania and St. Cloud, Florida.

A. Chattanooga Gig (Chattanooga, Tennessee)

Chattanooga Gig is one of the most successful municipal Internet ventures in America. At the time of its announcement, Chattanooga Gig was the only gigabit broadband provider of both residential and corporate services. Chattanooga partnered with Alcatel-Lucent to construct a gigabit network for all citizens in the city through the publically owned electric utility company. The construction of the network (“build-out”) cost the city $330 million, with only $111.5 million coming from federal sources. Despite this high build-out cost,
the city is able to provide gigabit Internet speeds for only $70 per month per connection.49 As a point of comparison, in the Kansas City area, high-speed residential Internet service costs about the same from a major ISP. But the Kansas City service operates at a third of the speed of the Chattanooga service.50 To better illustrate this point, imagine you wanted to download a high-definition movie. In Chattanooga, the movie would finish downloading before you could reach the end of this paragraph.51 In Kansas City, you could reach the end of the next page and you would still be waiting to watch your movie.

Chattanooga Gig began as a solution to a growing problem. The power company, Electric Power Board (EPB), wanted a more efficient way to monitor and manage its power grid.52 Simultaneously, the city acknowledged the painful reality that private-sector companies had no immediate plans to invest in broadband development for Chattanooga.53 The city decided on the obvious solution: morph the power company, which is already connected to citizens’ homes, into a public ISP.54

For its efforts, Chattanooga faced significant regulatory and legislative resistance.55 A week before the Chattanooga city council vote on Chattanooga Gig, the Tennessee Cable Telecommunications Association (TCTA), a cable trade group and lobby, took legal action to block the attempted implementation.56 Soon after, Comcast, a major national ISP, joined the fight, and used the legal system to stall and disrupt the project.57 Despite the lawsuits, the utility continued developing plans for the service and decided on plans that would cost approximately $200 million. Comcast and TCTA thereafter began a media blitz, attempting to create negative public sentiment for the plan, likely as a backup plan in case the lawsuits failed to bear fruit.58

The media strategy failed, however, generating only 38 calls to the city, with roughly half being in support of the gigabit plan.59 Furthermore, the lawsuits failed, with one judge saying, “[it] would be inconsequential for this
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court to order EPB to follow the law. EPB is already under a duty to follow the law.”

In a last ditch effort, Comcast prioritized the Chattanooga market over Atlanta for the launch of a new cable service. Comcast even suggested the company could sufficiently meet all of Chattanooga’s telecommunication needs, but the city and its citizens respectfully disagreed.

The service launched in September 2009 with an initial offering of service to only 17,000 households. Availability grew quickly and by the middle of 2010, a majority of the households in Chattanooga could connect to the service. The customer base, however, grew slowly, reaching its 35,000 household target in February 2012, nearly three years after the service launched. Internet rates initially were far more expensive than local competitors, even for the cheapest product. However, the quality of the cheapest product far outpaced the best quality product of competitors. Now, the price has substantially fallen, making the service cost-competitive, even though the Chattanooga Gig products are superior.

The impact of a gigabit offering for the city has been substantial. EPB was able to cut costs of operating an electric utility due to more accurate monitoring of the electric grid, saving upwards of $1 million in a single year in overtime costs. The city is taking advantage of the faster Internet in operations, advancing new and sometimes innovative services and projects. Chattanooga is establishing a Wi-Fi network using EPB’s gigabit network as a backend and they are beginning a new lighting project with LED smart bulbs, which will tap into EPB’s network. EPB estimates the gigabit investments will generate $300 million in economic activity over 10 years simply from the new smart grid capabilities.

Chattanooga is seeing a technological renaissance. The city has picked up “Gig City” as a nickname, and it is drawing in new business. The EPB service has attracted $4 billion in foreign investment in the city, and the city has made a complete come-back from rock-bottom in 1969 when it was labeled, “the dirtiest city in America.” While Chattanooga suffered greatly during the Great Recession, and still has not fully recovered, the outlook in the city is rapidly
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improving, and it is now in the top third of large cities for growth pace.\textsuperscript{74} The “Gig” is helping to make Chattanooga a lucrative location for employers and employees.

B. Google Fiber (Kansas City Greater Metropolitan Area)

Kansas City’s fiber network is an alternative approach to the Chattanooga story, and one with less clear results. Google began Google Fiber as an experiment, hypothesizing Internet service could be improved if the major ISPs were challenged in the open market.\textsuperscript{75} Google recognized that the ISP market had stagnated. The company believed it was in a position to motivate some competition in the ISP market while improving Internet access and lowering cost. It hoped such activity would lead to greater usage of Google products such as YouTube and GMail.\textsuperscript{76} Google did not begin Google Fiber, ironically, to become an ISP.\textsuperscript{77}

Google began the Fiber program around 2006 by purchasing large amounts of “dark fiber,” unused fiber-optic cable left from incomplete infrastructure projects started during the dot-com bubble.\textsuperscript{78} Google’s purpose for this fiber was the source of much speculation and in February 2010, Google announced it was getting into the ISP market.\textsuperscript{79} One year later, Kansas City was announced as the home for Google Fiber.\textsuperscript{80} Kansas City was chosen because of the substantial existing infrastructure and the willingness of local government to address Google’s needs during the build-out.\textsuperscript{81} Kansas City offered “on-the-spot” exceptions to regulations, should Google require them, to facilitate a faster build-out.\textsuperscript{82} Additionally, Google had a desire to impact the community through economic development, and by governmental and organizational relationship
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development. Kansas City hoped to improve its power grid by creating a “smart grid” similar to that of Chattanooga.

Google faced some early difficulties dealing with the various bodies of KCK’s Unified Government (UG) and Board of Public Utilities (BPU). In the original agreement between Google and the UG, the UG allowed Google to place its fiber-optic lines on the utility poles near existing power lines. This angered local competitors, as there are no fees associated with placing cable near the power lines. This appeared to be favoritism, and the competitors demanded similar treatment. However, there were delays associated with this arrangement as the BPU had to override safety regulations, which is within its power, to allow Google to proceed in hanging its lines in the fee-free space.

Similar delays were faced in Kansas City, Missouri (KCMO), though nothing was officially announced. Google also faced some difficulty in negotiating with each of the smaller cities in the metro area, specifically Overland Park. Overland Park delayed acceptance of Google’s standard agreement over concerns about the language in the agreement. While Overland Park eventually resolved its concerns, Google walked away from the city, and did not return with a new offer for nearly a year. The city of Leawood (also within the Kansas City metropolitan area) also lost favor with Google Fiber. Google has not directly stated why they pulled out of negotiations with Leawood, but the company claimed network build-out in the city would take longer and cost more than initially anticipated.

In response, AT&T, a national ISP, announced plans to build-out a gigabit network to service the Leawood community.
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similar to what happened in Austin, Texas, which had been identified as a potential Google Fiber market. However, only a week after AT&T penned the deal with Leawood, it threatened to kill all gigabit development programs over a tangentially related dispute with the Federal Communications Commission (FCC). This example of the unreliability of the private ISP market further demonstrates the need for municipal participation in development of broadband networks.

Google Fiber officially launched in July 2012 with the introduction of the “fiberhood” pre-registration. Google decided to focus build-out into neighborhoods that demonstrated a significant interest in the service. Google did this to ensure the costs for building-out a neighborhood would be recouped through revenue from the neighborhood. By September, over 180 of the 202 “fiberhoods” reached the targets Google set for them, so those “fiberhoods” would be the first in Kansas City to receive service. After two years of building, Google will not say how many customers currently subscribe to the service in Kansas City, but recent polling suggests Google serves a significant amount of the market.

Kansas City has yet to see the same kind of growth as Chattanooga; however, the service has sparked a small, vibrant, start-up scene. Businesses and employees are being attracted to the metro area, drawn to the possibilities the service offers. The biggest impact for Kansas City, however, is from Google’s competitors. Both Comcast and Time Warner Cable have announced improvements in Internet service for metro area customers, free of charge. This was Google’s primary objective for entering into the ISP market, and it has
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been partially achieved. The speeds that Comcast and Time Warner are providing, however, still pale in comparison to the gigabit offering of Google Fiber. Google’s other goal of bridging the “digital divide”, the growing difference in access to technology between those in poverty and more affluent parts of a community, has not been achieved. The downward pressure of Google on service prices has been ineffective in some of the poorer regions of the city, and only 10% of people in the poorest neighborhoods have subscribed. This is in part due to high installation fees and the renter community of many of these regions. Worse yet, Google would likely have a difficult time reaching many of these citizens, as 34% don’t find the Internet relevant to their lives. Google’s experiment is still quite young, and it is difficult to make any strong statements on Google Fiber’s success or failure in Kansas City. The network is making obvious impacts on the city. Kansas City’s infrastructure is attractive to business leaders and entrepreneurs alike. While the ISP market is more competitive and more consumer-friendly for some, the service and the city have a long way to go before it can cross the digital divide.

C. BVU Authority/OptiNet (Bristol, Virginia)

OptiNet is hailed as one of the earliest municipal fiber-optic Internet services for residential customers. Similar to Chattanooga, Bristol’s utility company (BVU) wanted a more reliable electric grid and decided to pursue a gigabit fiber-optic network to achieve this goal. Shortly after construction of the network, BVU added municipal buildings and schools into the network. BVU attempted to build-out a fiber-optic network for a private ISP to use, but no private organization was interested in running the ISP. BVU decided to run the network itself, but to do so required overturning a Virginia law that was nearly identical in effect to SB 304. BVU was able to defeat the Virginia law, but had to work with regulators before it could begin offering service in the Bristol area. BVU was challenged by Sprint for attempting to undercut
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Sprint’s rates, but Sprint eventually lost its action before regulators. BVU began offering service in 2003.

Once the Internet service launched, it’s popularity allowed it to reach approximately half of the service area by the end of the first year. One of BVU’s primary goals was to offer a low-cost service with a stable rate. It was able to achieve this goal, demonstrated by a six-year period with no cable TV rate increases.

Fearing interference from private entities, BVU rushed to build-out its network as fast as possible, and by 2008 BVU had 9,000 residential and 1,200 business customers. Unlike Chattanooga, in 2009, BVU was severed from the municipality and turned into an independent authority in the state’s possession. This gave BVU the ability to continue its expansion efforts to hopefully cover all of southwestern Virginia. In 2012, BVU introduced gigabit Internet service and today has almost 12,000 subscribers.

Bristol, like much of the rural parts of Virginia, has suffered economic deterioration for decades. BVU, recognizing this, used its network to connect industry and commercial locations in an attempt to spur new job growth. BVU is seeing the rewards of its investments in the form of job growth and increased competition. New employers, like Northrop Grumman and DirecTV, have created 1,220 jobs in the service area since 2007. Alpha Natural Resources, a major employer in the region stayed in the region, due in large part to the Internet infrastructure. By BVU’s estimations, the Internet service has brought $50 million in new private investment and $37 million in annual payrolls.

Bristol is a competitor in this market, not just a marginal provider or an overbearing government monopoly. It is able to compete with other regional
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and national providers like Embarq, Charter, and DirecTV.\textsuperscript{136} This is largely due to BVU’s strong connection with the community.\textsuperscript{137} BVU is invested in Bristol and the surrounding areas and has a vested interest in securing Bristol’s future.\textsuperscript{138} BVU employees are active members of their community, and BVU as an entity ensures the community is connected with offerings such as the local channel “Heritage TV” or providing free Wi-Fi service at major cultural events.\textsuperscript{139}

To assuage competitors concerns, BVU, as an authority, is bound by strict regulations that counteract monopolistic tendencies.\textsuperscript{140} BVU is handicapped in investment strategies by laws forbidding cross-subsidizing, a form of funding where an entity takes revenues from one department to subsidize another.\textsuperscript{141} These laws limit BVU’s ability to generate capital or absorb losses, and serves as an opening for competitors to gain advantages over BVU.\textsuperscript{142} The utility’s continued success in the face of powerful competition and strict regulatory constraints is a testament to its product and its commitment to the Bristol community at large.

\section{D. Failed Municipal Broadband Projects in Philadelphia, PA and St. Cloud, FL.}

Municipal broadband is not a panacea for all municipal ills. Networks are costly, competitive, and often difficult to monetize into a profit. In 2004, Philadelphia attempted to bridge the digital divide in its community with a new, municipal broadband project called Wireless Philadelphia.\textsuperscript{143} The city tasked a committee with developing a plan for a wireless network.\textsuperscript{144} During its search, the city faced opposition from large ISPs Verizon and Comcast, as well as legislative trouble from the state.\textsuperscript{145} Despite overcoming those challenges, the city leadership ignored recommendations from the committee to form a public-private partnership to operate the network.\textsuperscript{146} Instead, the city decided to entrust the development, maintenance, and ownership of the network to a small, private company.\textsuperscript{147} The city then believed it could afford a series of educational and advancement initiatives including distribution of computers and software to disadvantaged families.\textsuperscript{148}
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Unfortunately for the private company and the City of Philadelphia, this plan encountered multiple crippling problems. The contract was unduly restrictive and the private company was actually incapable of delivering on its promises. The company withdrew from the project long before the network was completed, and the city was forced to terminate its technology initiatives. Now the network is relegated to governmental usage, with hope to expand it to the public once more.

St. Cloud, Florida, a town of approximately 35,000 people, also attempted to build a wireless network for their population. In 2006, St. Cloud expanded an existing free wireless program to cover most of the city. The network was expanded quickly with minimal costs. Early opinion of the network, however, was mixed, with some residents not fully understanding the purpose of the network and some customers expecting far more than was feasible from the network. Despite ardent support to maintain the network from elements of the community, the city closed the network near the end of 2009.

These failures point to the pitfalls of municipal broadband. As Philadelphia demonstrates, when the city doesn’t properly research private partner’s capabilities and designs a plan larger than the capabilities of the network, municipal broadband is doomed to fail. St. Cloud demonstrates the need to properly educate the community about the service, as so many believed it was meant to replace (rather than supplement) private ISPs in the area. However, there was still some good to come from these stories. In St. Cloud, the digital divide was closing. In Philadelphia, the city is able to use the network for emergency services and cost-savings. These networks, though failures in their initial mission, serve as guideposts for future cities exploring municipal broadband initiatives. Failure is possible in all endeavors, but all five of the cases above show municipal broadband, while not easy, is possible.
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IV. THE CASE FOR ALLOWING LAWRENCE, KANSAS AND CHANUTE, KANSAS AUTONOMY TO PURSUE GIGABIT INFRASTRUCTURE

Kansas’s smaller communities are beginning to recognize the potential of municipal broadband to stimulate economic growth and connectivity to the larger communities. Lawrence, Kansas has adopted a new, pro-development broadband policy, while hearing proposals for city-wide gigabit networks. The impact is already being felt by the larger, regional competitors in town. Chanute, Kansas was severely underserved by private-sector service providers. Chanute took action, much the same way as Bristol, to help provide its community with a stable, albeit slower, Internet option. These cases are not offered as models for municipal Internet programs or participation, but rather serve as two examples of Kansas communities taking their economic and infrastructure realities into their own hands. These cities serve as representation of the many Kansas communities that stand to lose significant control of their future if legislation similar to SB 304 is passed.

A. Wicked Broadband and New Competition

In 2012, Lawrence, Kansas, home of acclaimed research institution the University of Kansas, was ranked the “second-worst-performing small metropolitan area” in economic growth and opportunity by the Milken Institute. The primary factor for the abysmal ranking was the lack of high-tech, knowledge-based jobs. These are the kinds of jobs flowing into Chattanooga and Kansas City since their “Gig” booms. Lawrence city officials have recognized the need to expand high-tech job opportunities in the city.

Wicked Broadband, a local telecommunications company, wanted to help the city meet the infrastructure demands of a growing, high-tech local
economy.\(^{168}\) Wicked worked with the city in an attempt to install fiber and provide gigabit Internet to some high-density pockets of the city; however, Wicked needed to secure public funding to begin network build-out to broader parts of the city.\(^{169}\) In November 2013, Wicked announced plans to build a pilot gigabit network in downtown Lawrence, but Wicked indicated they needed money from the city to make the project happen.\(^{170}\) The city, thus far, has been reluctant to accept Wicked’s deal,\(^{171}\) having repeatedly delayed taking action on this issue.\(^{172}\) City officials questioned the financial security of Wicked.\(^{173}\) Further, the city recognized that Wicked, in a prior iteration of the company as Lawrence Freenet, found itself in tax trouble when the Kansas Department of Revenue filed tax liens against the company.\(^{174}\) This did not deter Wicked from beginning their own pre-order program, similar to Google’s “fiberhoods.”\(^{175}\) Wicked once proposed a $1 million secured loan to connect 1,000 households.\(^{176}\) This proposal frequently changed; but, the city did not act on the issue.\(^{177}\)

Wicked’s efforts, however, are impacting the community. Lawrence recently adopted a new, pro-development broadband policy.\(^{178}\) Regional competitors are responding to the potential competition. AT&T has suggested it would investigate gigabit development in Lawrence.\(^{179}\) Wide Open West, the city’s local cable and Internet provider, has recently announced plans to double the speed of its service, seemingly in response to Wicked’s proposal.\(^{180}\)
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Additional gigabit providers also want to enter the market. Competition is heating up and Lawrence appears poised to join the ranks of Chattanooga, Kansas City, Bristol, and other cities that have taken their economic destiny into their own hands through municipal broadband.

B. Chanute, Small Town and a Big Internet Pipe

Chanute, much like Chattanooga and Bristol, has a publically owned utility. In 1984, the City Utility Department (CUD) built a fiber optic network to improve electricity network management. Simultaneously, CUD worked with a large, local business to monitor the business’s electric consumption, as the business was the top power consumer in the city. Various members of the community were interested in using a similar network to meet the Internet needs of the community, which was underserved by private providers. After 9/11, new federal laws required the city to take more active steps in monitoring the utility facilities. To meet these statutory requirements, the city pursued an extension of the existing network and began connecting the network to municipal buildings and local schools. This was achieved through an expansion of the fiber optic network and construction of a wireless network. The wireless network required public-private partnerships with local and national companies. Through incremental development, the city has connected all municipal entities, including fire and police, and provides service to most businesses in the city. Chanute has saturated the city in free Wi-Fi and provided strong Internet services to local educational institutions. This was all achieved without incurring any debt to the city, through smart money management and some outside development funds.

Chanute has experienced economic growth and attention from start-ups around the country. Chanute has lower costs of living, while maintaining high
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quality infrastructure, which is drawing some businesses from the more costly, nearby Kansas City. Without such infrastructure development, Chanute had inconsistent and low-quality Internet service, and would never be considered a competitor for Kansas City technology companies. Furthermore, Chanute’s population growth is unique to a city of its size in Kansas. The Internet infrastructure is helping a city of approximately 9,300 survive and thrive during a time of small town contraction.

For Chanute, legislation like SB 304 is an existential challenge, threatening one of the only means of growth left in a town with limited resources. With Chanute’s high-quality gigabit network, the local hospital is able to practice medicine with high-tech methods. Neosho County Community College, which is in the Chanute community, is one of the fastest-growing community colleges in the entire nation, due in large part to the possibilities provided by the gigabit network. Chanute serves as an example to other struggling communities.

C. The FCC Power to Preempt State-Level Bans of Municipal Broadband

The FCC recently preempted two state-level statutory bans on municipal broadband. These bans are similar to SB 304 in language and function. Chattanooga, Tennessee (discussed above) and Wilson, North Carolina petitioned the FCC to preempt state laws which ban the construction and operation of a municipally-owned broadband network in their respective states. The FCC, in a draft decision circulated by Chairman Tom Wheeler, believes the agency has the authority to preempt the state laws under Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996. Section 706 directs the FCC to “encourage the deployment on a reasonable and timely basis of advanced telecommunications capability to all Americans... by utilizing... measures...
that promote competition in the local telecommunications market, or other regulating methods that remove barriers to infrastructure investment.”

In function, the FCC is affirming the right of the two petitioning cities to operate their municipal broadband networks, effectively overriding the state law.

While the FCC said this decision is specific to these two cities, the decision sets precedent for future cities to successfully petition the FCC to preempt their own state municipal broadband bans. In Kansas, the impact of this decision is unclear. Kansas could continue to pursue SB 304 without change and run the risk of preemption. Kansas could also create a new bill, but the outcome would likely be the same. The authority asserted by the FCC reaches beyond an outright ban on municipal broadband. The FCC believes they have the authority to “remove barriers to infrastructure investment.” No matter what action Kansas takes, this issue is far from resolved at the federal level. Even if the FCC approves the decision, each city affected by a state municipal broadband law would have to individually petition the FCC.

Further, the FCC decision may not survive an appeal to federal court. Finally, Congressional Republicans are pursing legislation to limit the FCC’s Section 706 authority. For Kansas, the issue of municipal broadband legislation is still very much alive.

D. The Devastating Impact of SB 304 and an Alternative Future for Local Internet Service

It is not within the scope of this paper to comment on the propriety of any given approach to municipal Internet or to suggest that municipal Internet is superior to private Internet in all situations. The purpose of this paper is to show the real impact municipalities have on their communities through participation in the ISP market. Municipal governments and local public entities can change the economic landscape, sustainably, and generate new cost savings and new revenues for cash-strapped local governments. SB 304 disregards every positive
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impact for municipalities in favor of a demonstrably stagnated private-only system. Legislation similar to SB 304 is anti-competitive and anti-innovative. It is the nature of ISPs to form regional monopolies, which easily become complacent and anti-consumer. SB 304 would cripple a local government’s ability to address the economic and social needs of its community, and submit the municipality to the will of the ISP. The Institute for Local Self Reliance said it best in its report on Chanute Gig, “[w]hen a community is stuck with slow, unreliable, or high priced service from one or two monopolistic firms, both public and private suffer. When everyone has access to fast affordable, and reliable broadband, the whole community thrives.”

Further, cities across the nation are banding together to fight for the right to implement broadband. FCC chairman Tom Wheeler recently said, “[it is in the] best interests of consumers and competition that the FCC exercises its power to preempt state laws that ban or restrict competition from community broadband.” President Barack Obama, when speaking on the issue of equitable Internet access, said, “lowering the cost of launching a new idea, igniting new political movements, and bringing communities closer together, it has been one of the most significant democratizing influences the world has ever known.” The path forward is not through overly restrictive legislative actions. The principles of a free market suggest competition, and not legislative protection, will build success in our cities and townships.

In future Kansas legislative sessions, representatives and senators may be urged by ISPs to protect them against the unfair competition of the city. There is a legitimate concern that cities can become domineering and drive out competition, due to the ability to compete at a lower cost point. This situation, however, is not a necessary outcome, as demonstrated by Chattanooga, Kansas City, and Bristol. The evidence suggests when a municipal government gets involved in the ISP market and takes precautions to avoid anti-competitive behavior, the result is better quality service for all citizens and increased competition and innovation. This is the fundamental promise of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which has been so misaligned due to the consolidating forces of the purely private market.
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Kansas is primed for a technological renaissance. Infrastructure is the key investment activity a municipality can take to improve the city’s economic outlook. The need for high speed Internet will continue to grow, and gigabit networks provide a platform for new, previously unconsidered Internet applications. Just as the dawn of the Internet brought in new forms of communication, and the expansion of broadband allowed us to understand our world more completely through the sharing of big data, the adoption of gigabit networks will open the doors to new and exciting industries, and expansive economic opportunity. Kansas must not slam shut the door of economic development with the myopia of corporate protectionism. Competition breeds innovation. Innovation breeds growth. Kansas is in dire need of some new and powerful growth.216 SB 304 and similar legislation may not sign the death warrant for Kansas technological growth, but it guarantees an arduous process, submitting our already vulnerable communities to the transient whim of uncommitted regional and national ISPs. SB 304 ensures Lawrence will flounder for years to come as one of the worst cities for technology related jobs. SB 304 guarantees success stories like Kansas City or Chanute will become faded memories or idyllic dreams for neighboring communities. SB 304-style legislation puts profits over people, but protects neither in the State.

V. Conclusion

Just as our fictional employee, trying to get to work on a busy, old highway, has a compelling interest in a faster road, municipalities have a compelling interest to ensure their citizens are serviced by high-quality Internet access. By participating in the ISP market, municipalities can bring new, high-paying jobs to the local economy. Municipal investment helps address a number of key socioeconomic concerns by bridging the digital divide and connecting underserved members of the municipality to the community and world at large. Private industry has not sufficiently served these municipal communities, but empirical evidence suggests that once a municipal entity begins to offer quality Internet service, the local competitor or competitors will respond with more consumer-friendly and economic speeds or pricing. These important benefits would not be possible if SB 304 style legislation is adopted in Kansas. Therefore, the legislature should resist adopting such model legislation and instead vote in favor of municipal autonomy and demonstrable economic growth.